
 

 

Somewhere Below The Rainbow 

Somewhere below the rainbow 
Situation’s the same old, same old 
The people keeps suffering and there ain’t no change 
Even if the big shots keep sayin’ so 
Dictators in plainclothes and vain hoes 
They don’t care they got the chains, bro 
To keep the poor in check and tamed so 
They can keep on stealing and robbing what they came for 
I guess that is how the game goes 
Death-on-demand like it was a game show 
The poor are getting played like saints row 
Twisted and stretched up like play-doh 
If you speak out, better watch the flames thrown 
Sitting on top of a volcano 
Pressure’s up so everyone stays low key 
Dreams don’t come true no more, they fade, slowly 
Hope is greater than the pain, tho 
Braving hail and fire and tornadoes 
Holding on to a faint glow at the end of the tunnel 
Just to find that the gate’s closed 

Somewhere below the rainbo 
Living is ruff and the sea raging 
Paperboats try to sail across and get tossed up 
So many lives have been taken 

Right here, way below the rainbow 
You know, chances are taken, not chosen 
No choice when your world is exploding 
No choice when your future’s been stolen 
Left with nothing but the present moment 
Always looking to the sky for an omen 
Against all odds, they putting all eggs in one boat and 
Start rowing no matter what 
If they got bad luck, their bloating bodies be migrating to the bottom of the 
ocean 
If they’re lucky, they manage to keep on floating 
For days on end, praying and hoping 
To reach the shores, find a little opening 
Dreaming of horizons approaching 
Maybe find a little rest to keep coping 
With the ruins inside still smoking 
Instead they’re greeted with fear and loathing 
Ignorance, firebombs and hateful slogans 
Welcome to the promised land, broken 
Like the bland promises out in the open 



 

 

Somewhere below the rainbow 
Living is ruff and the sea raging 
Paperboats try to sail across and get tossed up 
So many lives have been taken 
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